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Introduction
King County Metro Access is our local paratransit service, which is federally mandated, under
the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act, to provide
public transportation service for people with disabilities who are unable to use standard fixed
route buses.1
Paratransit service that is safe and reliable supports the independence and autonomy of disabled
members of our community, ultimately fostering community integration. Unreliable service not
only jeopardizes health and safety, but poses unnecessary obstacles that interfere with day-to-day
life. Unfortunately, unreasonable delays, excessively long rides, getting dropped off at locations
too early, and lack of options for people with Limited English Proficiency is presently impacting
the ability of many who are dependent upon Access to maintain their independence and participate in their communities.
While Access is the direct responsibility of the county, King County Metro does not directly operate Access. In fact, since 1996 King County has always contracted with private entities to deliver this essential service. There are currently three primary contractors with contracts to operate
Access that began in August 2008 and expire July 31, 2019. A lot has changed since 2008 in
terms of the county’s public transportation services, and Access riders and advocates have been
calling for changes to contracts serving as the backbone of Access policy and procedure. See
Timeline of Access Events, attached as Exhibit 1. Unfortunately, due to ineffective contract provisions to date, Access riders have been forced to tolerate ongoing practices that jeopardize their
ability to safely accomplish day-to-day tasks and participate in their communities.
Below are some issues plaguing Access riders, all of which were identified in an audit completed
in June 2017 by the King County Auditor’s Office:2
•

Tardy and No-Show Rides: Metro’s incentives and disincentives for tardy and missed
trips are inadequate. Metro had even admitted that the cost of collecting penalties for
missed trips exceeded the amount of the penalties themselves. The Auditor’s office repeated its recommendation to update its penalty amounts, which it noted Metro had not
implemented3.

•

Excessive On Board Time: All three contractors have been getting paid more the longer
that riders are on the bus. The Audit found that while many rides are the same length or

1

www.metro.kingcounty.gov/tops/accessible/programs/paratransit.html; www.transit.dot.gov/regulations-and-guidance/civil-rights-ada/part-37-transportation-services-individuals-disabilities
2

See, “Access Paratransit: Action Needed to Address Cost, Quality & Equity” (hereinafter, “Audit”), available online at https://www.kingcounty.gov/~/media/depts/auditor/new-web-docs/2017/paratransit-2017/
paratransit-2017.ashx?la=en.
3

Id. at p. 14.
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shorter than the duration of a fixed route, a significant percentage of rides were longer or
much longer.4
•

Unreasonably Early Drop Offs: Metro has been failing to use the Federal Transit Administration standard for when riders are dropped off for their appointments in Metro’s
contracts with the contractors. To date, there has been no disincentive for contractors
when they drop riders off more than an hour before their appointment. But by federal
standards, riders may not be dropped off more than half an hour prior to their requested
arrival time. As the auditors point out, “This can have adverse consequences, such as
leaving people stranded in bad weather or compromising the safety of individuals who
are not well equipped to be left alone.” 5

•

Inequitable Service Delivery: Data from Metro’s call center suggests that riders with
Limited English Proficiency (LEP) are underrepresented. The Audit found that these
populations face multiple barriers to qualifying for and using Access.6

When Metro released a new Request for Proposal (RFP) for a new contract in April 2017, Metro
failed to include any provisions to limit on-board time or mechanisms to enforce standards as to
when riders would be dropped off, and did not adequately strengthen incentives/disincentives for
compliance.
Riders voiced their concerns to the King County Council, who listened and instructed Metro to
pause the RFP process in order to correct problems with the RFP. Metro and Procurement determined that this pause required extending the existing paratransit contracts for another year. But,
even with the Audit shining a light on much needed changes to improve the safety and reliability
of Metro Access, Metro extended the contracts without correcting ADA violations or implementing other audit recommendations.
Under the amended and improved RFP, potential contractors are being asked to bid on three tiers
of service by August 23, 2018. See Exhibits 2 and 3 for a summary of each Tier. Based on these
bids, a single contractor will be selected in the fall of 2018 to deliver services according to the
standards in one of these three tiers. Metro will finalize a new contract for at least five years,
with the option of extending up to ten years. Rather than simply awarding the contract to the bidder willing to offer services for the lowest amount of money, this paper discusses considerations
for determining how to invest taxpayer dollars to ensure paratransit services foster independence
and community integration, are equitably available, are cost effective, and are safe and reliable.

4Audit,

at pp.16-17.

5

Id. at pp. 17-18.

6

Id. at pp. 21-23
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Executive Summary
1. Maximizing Access ridership will help maximize independence, autonomy, and
community integration of King County residents with disabilities.
For far too long, King County residents with disabilities have been forgoing or missing
opportunities in the community because Access has been unusable or inaccessible to
them. Riders from immigrant communities in particular have struggled to use Access as
often as they would like because current scheduling options do not address language barriers.
Fortunately, Metro predicts that Access utilization will increase under the new contract.
The projected increase for Tier 3 is higher than for Tiers 1 and 2. Higher utilization of
Access means that more county residents with disabilities are able to get out, work, benefit from medical care and other services, and participate in community events. Choosing
the option that will equitably expand ridership the most would demonstrate a strong
commitment for King County to be a leader in diversity, inclusion and integration of people with disabilities.
2. With improvements in efficiencies, tax dollars will go towards increasing
ridership.
Empty vans, underutilization of lower cost options, and contract incentives for costly services has kept costs per ride in King County among the highest in the country. By implementing recommendations that would improve efficiencies, King County could optimize
its tax dollar spending. With lower per ride costs, county funds could be spent on increasing ridership and substantively improving the quality of life for residents with disabilities.
3. Setting the highest standards with improved oversight and enforcement will lead
to safer and more reliable Access service.
As detailed in King County’s 2017 Audit, Access riders have shouldered the brunt of
Metro’s lax contract standards and poor contract management. With few or no penalties
to the contractors, Access riders have been subject to intolerable inconveniences as well
as safety risks.
The new RFP creates better performance definitions and a range of compliance standards
which, if enforced, would vastly improve the quality of Access services. At Tier 3, Metro
would be setting the highest compliance standards. By contrast, Tier 1 would allow the
highest number of non-compliant rides, even though it is projected to provide fewer rides
overall.
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Fostering Independence & Community Integration
"When I came to Seattle,” says Hope Drummond, “I felt independent for the first time
because there was something called Access.” Hope is an Access rider and a mother,
who’s originally from Mississippi. Until she moved to King County, she had to depend on
her parent going to school, going to college, going to work and any appointment because
she was unable to drive or use public transportation fixed routes. As an active Seattleite
with a young son, paratransit services are indispensable and crucial for her to get to her
job, take her child to school and appointments, and participate in events around her community.
For many King County residents, Access is necessary to independently and autonomously participate in their communities. If disabled and elderly individuals cannot ride fixed-route buses, they
are eligible for Access paratransit services. Without paratransit services, these individuals would
have no practical way to independently get to work, school, medical appointments, stores, or social and community events. Access is therefore essential to realizing the freedom of movement
for this portion of the disabled community. Accessible door-to-door and hand-to-hand public
transportation allows eligible disabled and elderly community members to make a living, shop
for necessities, stay connected to their family and friends, pursue education, and get medical
care. In short, Access paratransit services are essential for quality of life and integration.
Unfortunately, when Access is too late or does not show up, people are negatively impacted.
Riders report missing important appointments, including medical appointments they need to
avoid adverse health problems. Other eligible riders may simply opt out of using paratransit if
Access is too unreliable.
One mother, Becky Bisbee, decided Access was too unpredictable for her to entrust them
with her teenage daughter’s safety. She had hoped Access could be a resource for her
daughter, who has significant intellectual and developmental disabilities and does not
communicate verbally. However, the first time she tried to use Access, her daughter’s day
camp called two hours past a scheduled drop-off time and said she had not yet arrived.
Access had picked up her daughter at 9 am for a fourteen mile ride that should have taken
30 minutes, and her scheduled drop off time was to arrive by ten. When the camp called
at noon - three hours after Access had picked her up – Becky’s thoughts raced with worry: "Where was she? Where had she been? Was she safe? What was taking so long?” Her
daughter arrived at day camp later that afternoon, but Ms. Bisbee was unwilling to risk
another terrifying incident of not knowing her daughter’s whereabouts.
All too often, opting-out does not mean that riders find equally effective alternative transportation options. Instead, riders with disabilities who have found Access to be too unreliable or unsafe often have no choice but to ask friends or family if they can rely on them for more assistance. For many, taking fewer rides means forgoing opportunities to engage in the community
as well as even necessary appointments that would improve their overall health and well-being.
Page | 4!

Metro, however, predicts that as performance standards improve, more eligible riders will choose
to use Access. In the latest version of the RFP, “Addendum 16,” 7 Metro includes projections on
ridership at each of the three service tiers. According to numbers provided by Metro, ridership
will increase with the new contract, but the increases will be far more dramatic for the higher
tiers of service. Below are calculations that show how many more rides are likely to be provided
at each tier:
Tier 1 represents an 8.5% increase in ridership over 2017. This means 81,035 more
boardings would be completed in the first year.
Tier 2 is a 25% increase over Tier 1. This means another 255,712 more boardings would
be completed in the first year than at Tier 1, or 336,747 more than in 2017.
Tier 3 is a 24% increase over Tier 2 and a 55% increase over Tier 1. This means another
310,808 more boardings would be completed than compared to Tier 2, 566,520 more
compared to Tier 1 or 647,555 more compared to the 2017 baseline.

7 Available

online, simply click the link to "enter as guest": https://procurement.kingcounty.gov/procurement_ovr/
detail.aspx?bidid=3460
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Additionally, Metro could use tools such as the King County Equity Impact Review (EIR), to
ensure increases in ridership improve proportionally to county demographics. Over a year after
the Audit recommended using the EIR, Metro has just completed the first phase of the EIR, and
it is not evident that Metro has a plan for using findings from the yet-to-be-completed EIR in setting standards to improve equity in the new contract. As the Audit found, current ridership has
underrepresentation by various LEP communities which may be resulting in further isolation of
people with disabilities also experiencing language barriers.
As an example, Toby Tang is a twenty-three year old man with developmental disabilities
who relies on Access a few days per week for transportation to his job at a restaurant. He
lives with his parents, both of whom emigrated from China and speak English as a second
language. Due to language barriers, they have been unable to help him schedule Access
rides and have had to rely on his case manager to make arrangements, which can be even
more complicated if his work schedule changes with limited notice. At times, Access will
arrive too early for pickup, or miss the pickups all together. On one occasion, Access sent
a cab after a missed pickup, but due to lack of communication, Toby was unaware that
this was for him and missed his ride. Toby and his parents are unable to utilize Access for
transportation to other community activities or appointments because scheduling by
phone is not feasible. Because Access does not offer more accessible booking options
(i.e. web-based, or better language support on phones), individuals such as Toby are significantly limited in how much they can participate in community life.
If Metro were to use the new contract to address barriers for riders from the LEP community —
including easy booking in families’ languages, web booking, materials are translated, convenience to communicate with Metro Access for any issues, increased payment options, and simplified application paperwork and process — Access would be better serving individuals from diverse backgrounds. An organization working with and representing the LEP community also
notes that on time pick up and drop off at the right location and trained bus drivers who are courteous and respectful to people with disabilities would minimize existing barriers to using Access.
In sum, maximizing ridership would be an investment in helping individuals with disabilities be
more independent, contribute to their local economies and communities, and enjoy a higher quality of life. If Metro contracts for the lower tiers, it predicts far less of an impact on ridership and,
as a result, the disability community’s participation in economic and social activities. Conversely, by delivering services at the highest level, Metro will be able to use Access to add far more
value to Metro’s public transportation services and meet the needs of a more diverse group of
riders.
Improving Cost Effectiveness in Use of Taxpayer Funds to Support Increased Ridership
One of the key findings in the 2017 Audit was the Access cost per ride in King County relative to
the cost per ride in other large metropolitan areas. According to the Audit, King County’s cost
per ride is the 6th highest in the country, and is twice as high as some cities such as Chicago and
Page | 6!

Los Angeles.8 There are multiple reasons for these high costs, but one important fact pointed out
in the Audit is that 73% of the time, Access vans are empty or only carrying one passenger, despite capacity for most to carry up to 13 passengers.9 While increasing ridership may increase
efficiencies, the Audit recommended other strategies such as using single-rider options such as
taxis, which the Audit found could save over $800,000 per year.10
Additionally, Metro’s new RFP already addresses other superfluous costs associated with paying
per service hour, which increased costs, incentivized excessively long rides11 and may have also
incentivized the poor scheduling and routing that left the Access vans empty 73% of the time.
The new RFP further includes incentives in the form of cost sharing for reducing the cost per trip
and disincentives should the cost per trip further increase. As the Audit found, “If this provision
existed in 2016, contractors would have been obligated to pay Transit over $500,000, because the
cost per boarding substantially increased over the course of the year (from $54 per boarding in
January to $60 per boarding in December).” 12

8 Audit
9

at pp. 6-7.

Id. at pp. 12-13.

10

Id. at p. 9.

11

Id. at p. 9.

12

Id. at p. 12.
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As illustrated in the graph above, if Metro is effective in significantly lowering cost per ride, it
will be feasible to fund higher levels of service for an increased number of riders. Exhibit 4 of
this report provides estimates of direct costs at each tier using Metro’s projected ridership at different levels of ‘cost per ride’. If Metro could achieve cost reductions to make King County’s
costs commensurate with the national average of $40/ride, Metro’s paratransit spending at Tier 3
would be more on par with what its Tier 1 spending would be at the current $60 per ride, even
though Tier 3 is projected to deliver a greater number of rides. In essence, with less waste and
greater efficiencies, Tier 3 could provide a much higher value to ensure more people are able to
benefit from Access as a safe and reliable service.
Improve Contract Standards and Oversight: Increase Safety, Reliability & Convenience
Standards and Enforcement Mechanisms
Ultimately, for any transportation service to be successful, it must offer safety, reliability, and
convenience. As documented in the Audit and many Access riders can attest, Metro has struggled
to assure that its paratransit services consistently deliver any of these three essentials. Family
members worry about the safety of their loved ones who may have to wait in vacant areas by
themselves for buildings to open due to early drop-offs,13 or wonder where their loved ones are
when they cannot get through to the call center to verify pickups or drop offs. Riders may miss or
be late to appointments and functions when Access rides are late or no-show. Others may have to
block out entire portions of their days for trips that should be relatively brief.
For instance, Krishna Ramaraju is an eighty-three year old Access rider who had a meeting at 3 in the afternoon. His pickup time was scheduled for 11 am that morning. His return ride was late picking him up and took two hours. If he were able to use a fixed route
service, his trip might have taken him an hour and a half at the most. However, using Access meant he had spent over half of his day commuting.
With the new contract, Metro has an opportunity to set and enforce standards that will make its
paratransit service safe and usable. In the new RFP, for instance, Metro set on-time performance
standards for pick-ups as well as drop-offs. Under all three tiers, the contractor may be penalized
for having too many late or missed pickups, and for having too many untimely drop-offs. However, the differences in standards among the three service tiers will have a direct impact on the
number of times that disabled people in King County may be left alone in unsafe settings, could
miss events, or be otherwise burdened with having to reschedule important meetings and appointments. Although a few percentage points in performance expectations may seem relatively
minor, the lower standards in Tier 1 will significantly reduce Metro’s ability to charge penalties
and decrease the contractor’s dependability. As demonstrated by the following projections, Tier 1

13

Letter to the Editor: Access, too early, by Jackie Terrell in Real Change, Seattle, July 19, 2017. http://realchangenews.org/2017/07/19/letter-editor-access-too-early
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would allow over 1,000 more late or missed pickups as well as untimely drop-offs than Tiers 2
and 3:
Tier 1 (91.5-92.5% standard for on time performance): contractor would be allowed
7,360 late, excessively late, or missed pick-ups and 7,360 untimely drop-offs per month.
Tier 2 (94.5-95.5% standard for on time performance): contractor would be allowed
5,934 late, excessively late, or missed pickups and 5,934 untimely drop offs per month.
Tier 3 (95.5-96.5% standard for on time performance): contractor would be allowed
6,021 late, excessively late, or missed pick-ups and 6,021 untimely drop-offs per month.
(See Exhibit 6: Calculations to Determine Number of Violations for Each Tier. Riders
impacted before disincentives kick in at Tier 2 vs Tier 3 comes down to >5.5% of
107,896 rides per month vs >4.5% of 133,798 rides per month.)
In another example, the current contract for the Call Center only sets standards, and associated
disincentives when these standards aren’t met, for answering calls to schedule a ride, but not for
calls that are checking on the status of a ride. The current contract only defines that for calls
scheduling a ride, 90% of calls must be answered within 3 minutes and 95% of calls within 5
minutes. The current contract does not limit Call Chaining.14
Due to these limited definitions in the current contract, riders can wait 30 minutes or longer for
someone to answer when they are calling to check on the status of a late or missing rider or Access van. This greatly impacts the safety of riders whose rides are late or “no show.” The new
RFP makes answering 90% of calls within 3 minutes and 95% within 5 minutes the standard for
all calls, defines and disincentivizes call chaining and specifies at least one person staffing the
Call Center for weekends and evenings. However, in order to change longstanding behavior it is
important to assess whether disincentives for not answering 90% of calls within 3 minutes and
95% of calls within 5 minutes without Call Chaining is higher than the so-called cost savings of
understaffing the Call Center.
Harriet Williams is a retired senior with multiple sclerosis who depends upon Access for
transportation. One of her biggest gripes is with the Call Center being understaffed. There
have been a number of occasions where she has called to check on the status of a late
ride, but Access takes minutes to answer the phone and then immediately puts her on
hold. When she finally gets through, the call taker apologizes and explains that they are
the only one working at the Call Center that day, or they are one of two people handling
all of the calls. One Saturday she was waiting for a pickup at the free animal clinic at 2nd
and Yesler after taking her dogs in for their checkup. This block also has a homeless shelThis is a new concept introduced in Addendum 16, which refers to Call Center staff answering a call
and putting it on hold but effectively not getting to the caller within the required timeframe. In the new
contract this is not allowed. It is not clear how Metro will enforce this.
14
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ter and drug addicted people lining the street; it’s “kind of scary,” Harriet admits. Her
pickup was scheduled for 5-5:30, after the clinic was closed, so she had to wait outside.
As of 5:30, Access still was not there. She called Access and it rang a long time. Harriet
was then immediately put on hold. The Call Center was understaffed again. Access told
her the bus was there, but it wasn’t in front of the clinic where she had been dropped off
and where she usually gets picked up. It turns out that Access waited for 5 minutes on the
wrong street behind the building before leaving Harriet behind and going to pick up another rider in West Seattle. Harriet’s daughter Jackie also called Access. When she finally
got through she urged the call taker, “Don’t leave her!” But the driver was already gone.
“You need to call me and let me know when you pick her up,” Jackie was emphatic. Almost two hours later, Jackie says that Access called her back.
Similarly, disincentives for excessive time on-board could reduce the number of times that disabled riders must endure extra-long rides. The RFP adds a new definition for each tier: “An Excessively Long Trip shall be defined as a trip where the customer’s on-vehicle time from origin
to destination is greater than an equivalent fixed route travel time, as defined by the ADA, plus
15 minutes.” While this is an important difference from the previous Access contracts and original RFP, riders still have to wait until August 2019 for Metro to set, monitor and enforce standards for excessively long trips. Moreover, disincentives for excessive time on board that allow
for an unreasonably high number of rides violating ADA standards will not be successful in
changing long-standing practices. As summarized in Exhibit 2 to this report, at Tiers 1 and 2, 4%
of trips are allowed to be excessively long with no penalty, resulting in 3400 - 4500 excessively
long trips each month that are preventable; at Tier 3, 2% excessively long trips are allowed with
no penalty, resulting in over 2,600 preventable excessively long trips each month.15
Contract Oversight and Monitoring
Even with stringent standards, however, penalties will only work if Metro uses them to address
performance problems that it identifies. According to the Audit, Metro has a poor track record of
monitoring and enforcing its contracts. For example, the Audit found:
“over the past eight years, Transit only billed contractors for one half of all missed trips,
collecting $97,000 instead of over $250,000. Transit also awarded less than $24,000 in
incentives and much of these awards were paid in error. Nearly half of the 29 performance-based payments were paid even though the contractors did not meet the performance standards.”16
King County’s corporate consultants, Nelson/Nygaard, also made recommendations for more
active contract oversight in their September 15, 2016 memorandum to King County Metro “Subject: Service Model Concepts – Options Analysis & Recommendations.” These consultants rec15

Only at fault violations that were not caused by unforeseeable events are counted.

16 Audit

at p. 12-13.
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ommended that in addition to incentives and/or penalties, there should be “Consistent, active
transit agency oversight and involvement in all aspects of paratransit operations.” Rather than
taking a laissez-fair approach, they recommended that “Staff need to understand the scheduling
process and be able to review schedules and scheduling procedures for effectiveness and realism.
They need to understand driver scheduling and supervision, including dispatching methods.”
Metro’s history of managing the Access contract is concerning to riders who have suffered the
consequences of limited oversight. Going back to 2009, Auditors’ have recommended the drafting and implementation of a contract management plan to regularly assess incentives and disincentives to make sure they are producing intended outcomes. However, in 2017, auditors of Access found that Metro never followed through on these recommendations.
The more public and transparent that Metro’s Contract Management Plan will be, the more the
public can be assured that there is a suitable plan in place to enforce the terms of the contract.
Therefore, evaluating Metro’s contract management plan is an important part of evaluating the
contract. Metro's contract management plan will influence whether performance standards are
followed and whether this contract will provide safe and reliable service and facilitate improved
community integration.
Conclusion and Recommendations
After a new contract is signed, the backbone for Access policy and practice for the next 5+ years
will be set in place. When Metro did not include people with disabilities in negotiating the current contract, riders with disabilities bore the brunt of inadequate contract provisions for 11
years. Moreover, agencies that serve disabled community members, family members, friends,
doctors’ offices and houses of worship are all also impacted by riders being dropped off too early, picked up too late, or not picked up at all; and by the Call Center taking 30 minutes or longer
to answer calls checking on where a late or missing Access bus is.
Metro now has an opportunity to select a contractor and set of contract terms that could give riders with disabilities a reliable transportation option that would facilitate freedom, autonomy, and
integration. The RFP Tier 3 would offer the greatest amount of assurance and increase ridership
the most. With improved oversight, monitoring, and incentives, Metro could reduce costs per
ride to make a Tier 3 level of service fiscally responsible.
To identify strategies to make Access efficient as well as safe and reliable, Access riders, family,
friends, agencies and community members could offer experience-based insights to improve
quality and cost effectiveness if they were to be actively involved in this process. Access riders,
caregivers and agencies could also support improved oversight and contract management. Access
riders and supporters in the community appear to be close to creating an Access Review Board
with legislative backing from the King County Council “to improve service delivery through increased responsiveness, continuous improvement, new services, innovative solutions and acPage | 1! 1

countability to Access riders’ needs.” Alternatively, if there is not an Access Review Board and
the Access Task Force created in April 2018 is not the correct venue, the King County Council
could create a new body including representatives of stakeholders such as the Transit Riders
Union, WA ADAPT West, Open Doors for Multicultural Families, the Metro Access Community
Advisory Group, the ARC of King County, and other stakeholders to assist in reviewing the contract and make recommendations to Metro and the King County Council regarding the adequacy
of the new contract.
In sum, King County has an opportunity to transform its costly and underutilized paratransit service with the new contract. By procuring a contract that demands the highest standards and
projects the greatest growth in utilization, the County will be able to better leverage its funding
to facilitate more community participation and independence for its residents with disabilities.
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Exhibit 1:
County

Timeline of Events Related to Management of Access Paratransit in King

1996 - King County sets up a paratransit program with private entities.
2008 - Metro cancels contract held by MV Transport, and gives more work to Veolia. ATU local
587, Puget Sound Advocates for Retirement Action and others protest this decision.
2009 - An audit by the King County Auditors’ Office reveals poor management practices and inefficiencies.
2013 - Access riders begin organizing and speaking out against problems with service. Lonnie
Nelson organizes and speaks out as part of the Transit Riders Union. Harriet Williams organizes
members of her MS support group to bring their concerns to Access. Advocates begin calling for
an audit of Veolia.
April 2015 – Advocates join together to call for an audit of contractors. Metro hires consultants
Nelson Nygaard to advise on improving Access.
May 2015 - Executive Dow Constantine promises an audit and “to treat the issue with urgency.”
December 2015 - Metro Access Community Advisory Group (CAG) is formed to inform the new
Access RFP.
July 2016 - A rally is held outside of Metro offices. King County Auditor's Office announces that
an audit of Access is now underway. Consultants Nelson Nygaard release a memorandum with a
summary of what peer agencies are doing.
September 2016 - Consultants Nelson Nygaard release a memorandum on “Service Model Concepts - Options Analysis & Recommendations.”
April 2017 - Metro releases an RFP for Access that does not incorporate Metro Access Community Advisory Group (CAG) feedback. CAG speaks out to stop the RFP.
June 2017 - The Audit of Access is released, confirming that current contracts incentivize long
rides and do not hold contractors accountable to the ADA. The audit also reveals that King County is paying among the highest in the country in cost per ride and that riders with Limited English
Proficiency are not being treated equitably.
July 2017 - TRU, CAG, SVS, PSARA, Open Doors for Multicultural Families, ARC of King
County, Alliance of People with Disabilities and others testify to the King County TrEE Committee about the need to stop the RFP and create an Access Review Board.
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August 2017 - King County Council advises Metro not to open any of the 5 bids received and to
amend the RFP.
September 2017 - Metro convenes an RFP Workgroup with riders, advocates, and agencies to
meet five times. The group meets eleven times.
April 2018 - RFP Workgroup concludes without consensus. Access Task Force is formed.
June 2018 - Amended and improved RFP is released with three different tiers for potential service levels to be determined by the King County Council.
July 2018 - Metro notifies Access Task Force that King County Council no longer needs to approve the Access contract. It is not clear how the policy choice of which service levels will be
used for Access in King County is to be determined.
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Exhibit 2: Overview of Performance Standards and Incentives/Disincentives in Addendum
16 to the RFP
The June 2018 RFP asks contractors to bid on 3 levels of service by August 23, 2018. Based on
these bids, the Council will decide which level of service to fund.
Each tier has a different range for on-time performance.
Tier 1 is 91.5-92.5% on time.
Tier 2 is 94.5-95.5% on time.
Tier 3 is 95.5-96.5% on time.
On-time performance now refers not only to pick-up, but to drop-off as well for trips that are
scheduled by appointment time.
There are incentives to bring on-time performance above range and disincentives for when ontime performance falls below the range.
On-Time Performance - Pickup (OTP-P)
Incentive: $3,000 per every 0.1% (absolute value of OTP-P) for each month in which OTP-P exceeds the standard range.
Disincentive: $3,000 per every 0.1% (absolute value of OTP-P) for each month in which OTP-P
falls below the standard range for on-time performance pickup.
On-Time Performance - Appointment drop-off (OTP-A)
Incentive: $3,000 per every 0.1% (absolute value of OTP-A) for each month in which OTP-A
exceeds the standard range.
Disincentive: $3,000 per every 0.1% (absolute value of OTP-A) for each month in which OTP-A
falls below the standard range for on-time performance appointment drop-off.
Excessively Long Trips
For each tier: “An Excessively Long Trip shall be defined as a trip where the customer’s on-vehicle time from origin to destination is greater than an equivalent fixed route travel time, as defined by the ADA, plus 15 minutes.”
*This is huge that excessively long trips are now defined and disincentivized. We are pleased
with the definition. We ask that disincentives kick in after 1%. Even at 1% we are talking about
more than 1,000 excessively long trips each month before the contractor receives any penalty.
Keep in mind that violations caused by unforeseeable events do not count here. Only at fault violations are counted.
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For Tiers 1 & 2, disincentives for excessively long trips are as follows:
< 4% - No disincentive
=4% to <5% of total trips, $10,000
=5% to <6% of total trips, $20,000
>=6% of total trips, $30,000 plus an additional $10,000 for every full percent above 6%
@Tier 1: 3,464 excessively long trips each month before any disincentive kicks in
@Tier 2: 4,316 excessively long trips each month before any disincentive kicks in
For Tier 3, disincentives for excessively long trips are as follows:
< 2% - No disincentive
=2% to <3% of total trips, $10,000
=3% to 4% of total trips, $20,000
>=4% of total trips, $30,000 plus an additional $10,000 for every full percent above 6%
@Tier 3: 2,676 excessively long trips each month before any disincentive kicks in
In addition to the above, there are now disincentives per instance of the following:
$100 for every trip that is a Missed Trip-Pick-up. (MT-P)
$100 for every trip that is a Missed Trip-Appointment (MT-A)
$35 for every trip that is an excessively late pick-up
$35 for every trip where an early drop-off occurs
$35 for every trip where a late drop-off occurs
Definitions per tier follow. The 5 starred items accumulate disincentives per instance.
Tier 1

Tier 2

Tier 3

A pick up is “late” after rider has
been waiting

31-59 mins

21-49 mins

21-39 mins

*A pick up is “excessively late”
after rider has been waiting

60-90 mins

40-90 mins

40-60 mins

*A pick up is “missed” after rider
has been waiting

91+ mins

91+ mins

61+ mins

*A drop-off is “early” when a rider
is dropped before appointment time
given*
60+ mins

>40-50 mins

21-39 mins

*A drop-off is “late” when a rider is 1-9 mins AFTER
dropped off
APPOINTMENT

1-9 mins AFTER
APPOINTMENT

*A drop-off is “missed” when rider
dropped

10+ mins AFTER
APPOINTMENT

10+ mins AFTER
APPOINTMENT

40+ mins
before or 1+
min after appt
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Exhibit 3: Service Levels in Addendum 16 to the Access RFP — June 2018

For service levels and incentives/disincentives in Addendum 16, see pp 96-112 of SOW (Scope
of Work), file named 1000-17-ad16-Ex4.
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Exhibit 4: Projected Ridership - Numbers taken from Addendum 16
For the highest level of service being bid right now, Metro Access is projecting that more than a
half million more rides will be served each year than compared to at the lowest level of service
being bid — representing a 55% increase in total rides at Tier 3 compared to Tier 1 in the first
year alone. Increased ridership is something to be promoted, not limited.
Projected Boardings by Tier or Level of Service
KC
METRO
BOARDIN
GS
FORECAST
Current
Tier 1
Tier 2
Tier 3

2017

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

958,016
1,039,051

1,106,769

1,151,040

1,197,081 1,244,965

1,294,763

1,346,554

1,400,416

1,456,432 1,514,690

1,605,571

1,685,850

1,753,284

1,753,284 1,823,415
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Exhibit 5: Costs in Perspective
Following are estimates of direct costs at each tier using Metro’s projected ridership at different
levels of ‘cost per ride’.

Expense per Tier by Costs per Ride

$96.3M

$80.3M

$77.7M

$72.3M
$64.7M

$62.3M

$64.2M
$58.3M

$52M

$56.2M
$51.8M

$46.8M
$41.6M

$45.3M
$38.5M

$36.4M

$31.1M
$24.9M
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Exhibit 6: Calculations to Determine Number of Violations for Each Tier
Tier 1 (91.5-92.5% standard for on time performance): Each month the contractor would be allowed 7,360 late, excessively late, or missed pick-ups and an additional 7,360 untimely drop-offs
without facing any disincentive.
Projected Ridership Tier 1@Year 1 = 1,039,051
(100-91.5% =) 8.5% of 1,039,051 = 88,319/12 months (in a year) = 7,360/month
Tier 2 (94.5-95.5% standard for on time performance): Each month the contractor would be allowed 5,934 late, excessively late, or missed pickups and an additional 5,934 untimely drop offs
without facing any disincentive.
Projected Ridership Tier 2@Year 1 = 1,294,763
(100-94.5% =) 5.5% of 1,294,763 = 71,212/12 months (in a year) = 5,934/month
Tier 3 (95.5-96.5% standard for on time performance): Each month the contractor would be allowed 6,021 late, excessively late, or missed pick-ups and an additional 6,021 untimely drop-offs
without facing any disincentive.
Projected Ridership Tier 3@Year 1 = 1,605,571
(100-95.5% =) 4.5% of 1,605,571 = 72,250/12 months (in a year) = 6,021/month
Tier 1 is 86,588 rides per month
Tier 2 is 107,896 rides per month
Tier 3 is 133,798 rides per month
Riders impacted before disincentives kick in at Tier 2 vs Tier 3 comes down to
>5.5% of 107,896 rides per month vs >4.5% of 133,798 rides per month
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